Clinical classification of bioengineered skin use and its correlation with healing of diabetic and venous ulcers.
Chronic wounds are being treated with bioengineering skin constructs. Yet, there is no standard way of assessing these wounds. We developed a classification system to evaluate wounds after construct application. The classification system evaluates the early clinical effect of bioengineered skin and early construct appearance giving a total score named the skin substitute score. Apply classification system to both venous and diabetic foot ulcers and determine whether classification system has validity and predictability for healing. Evaluated serial photographs in 83 and 78 patients with diabetic foot ulcers and in 84 and 83 patients with venous ulcer on Days 7 and 14, respectively, treated with a bilayered bioengineered skin construct. Applied the classification system and determined the percentages of healed patients. There was a significant correlation between better skin substitute score and complete wound closure for both venous ulcers p=0.002 on Day 7 and p=0.01 on Day 14) and diabetic foot ulcers p=0.0005 on Day 7 and p<0.0001 on Day 14). Optimal clinical effect was associated with complete wound closure. As the clinical effect becomes less than optimal continued clinical persistence of the construct becomes important. This classification system seems to have validity in predicting complete wound closure in wounds treated with a bilayered bioengineered skin construct.